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ABSTRACT
The original BOID [5] is a cognitive architecture that unifies Belief,
Obligation, Intention and Desire rules to calculate which actions
should an agent undertake next. In the current paper, we adapt the
original BOID with an aim to model autonomous agency. The new
BOID* architecture is able to capture anticipation that we believe
to be one of the hallmarks of autonomous agency. We focus on
developing algorithms for anticipatory reasoning through a new
BOID* goal deliberation component. The key method that BOID*
introduces is abductive reasoning as away to representmotivational
attitudes, such as desires and obligations. As a result of deliberation
via abduction, BOID* specifies intention revision procedures that
connect motivational and informational attitudes. The BOID* is
a part of the project to build autonomous AI models that make
explicit the reasoning behind adopting future goals, prioritizing
selected goals and forming intentions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The BOID architecture [5, 6] was developed to provide an algo-
rithm for building ‘cognitive’ agents that reason with their beliefs,
desires, obligations and intentions to arrive at propositional goals
that can be pursued using standard planning mechanisms. The
core challenge of the BOID was to resolve conflicts between the
modeled mental attitudes by way of a defeasible, yet simple and
implementable reasoning mechanism. In the current paper, we ex-
tend the original BOID with an aim to model autonomous agency.
The most important step toward autonomous agency is adding an
anticipatory component for telic reasoning to the current algorithm
for goal generation. The underlying intuition is that anticipation
and purpose-based action are hallmarks of autonomous agency.

One way to substantiate the components of the BOID architec-
ture is to use default logic rules [16], which are close to the rules
used in the original BOID papers. While default logic is a suitable
basis for a theory of reasons [12], it does not provide a full ac-
count of reasoning with motivational attitudes. The general form
of default rules reads as follows: “if 𝑎 and if it is not inconsistent
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to derive 𝑏, an agent believes, is obliged, intends, or desires that
also 𝑏”, the antecedent 𝑎 is considered to be a reason for 𝑏. The
BOID allows 𝑎 to be a factual statement such that 𝑏 is conditioned
on 𝑎, but it also allows 𝑎 to be a statement about a possible an-
ticipated state of affairs conditioned on 𝑏 taking place. The BOID
rules thus represent both factum and faciendum as antecedents of
future-directed defaults. In this paper, we think of defaults as rules
only appropriate to represent reactive behavior that starts from
observations, which trigger actions based on observations, but not
for anticipatory behavior.

We suggest that the type of reasoning involving motivational at-
titudes, such as desires and obligations, is distinctively anticipatory.
This requires the following shift of information flow enabling telic
reasoning about goals: agents need to start from the anticipated
purpose of their action, instead of starting from observed facts, as
mandated by the original BOID default rules. Informally, new rules
will read as “in order to 𝑎 and if it is not inconsistent to derive 𝑏,
an agent needs to believe, is obliged, intends, or desires that also
𝑏”. Instead of using ‘reactive’ default rules, the latter type of rules
will be formalized as abductive reasoning. Enriching the BOID al-
gorithm with a teleological component opens up a possibility to
factor in behavior that does not immediately start from observable
facts, but rather directly lines up with projections of anticipated
states of affairs. Our inspiration to build a logic for anticipatory
goal generation comes from the research on biological systems
that emphasizes anticipation as inextricably linked to the level of
autonomy in self-regulating living systems [9].

2 ABDUCTION AND MENTAL ATTITUDES
In a nutshell, the system described in this paper adapts deductive,
abductive and inductive reasoning patterns [14] to allow forward
(default) and backward (abductive) ‘jumping to conclusions’. To
illustrate the three patterns, consider the following statements:

Birds are flying animals (Rule),
This animal is a bird (Case) and
This animal flies (Result).

Inductive reasoning is what establishes a rule that is taken to hold
‘by default’: from a large but finite number of cases, a generalization
is formulated in terms of a rule. In particular, after we attest to a
sufficient number of birds that fly, the case and the result instances
support the rule. In deductive reasoning, we simply apply the rule
to the case that some animal is a bird to infer the result that the
animal flies. Since our BOID rules will only be required to hold
“other things being equal”, as in “Normally, birds are flying animals”,
the resulting conclusion will not be deductively valid, but only
defeasibly. Finally, in abductive reasoning, we start from the result,
which is in our example the statement that some animal flies and,
using the rule at hand, hypothesize that this animal is a bird. Notice
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that both defeasible inferences and abductive inferences use the
rules that are inductively confirmed, but, in abductive inferences,
we use the rule in the reversed premise-conclusion order.

Abductive reasoning is notoriously unsafe, even if the rule cate-
gorically claims that exactly all birds are flying animals. When the
rule is a mere default assumption, as in our example, the hypothesis
is only little more than a guess. This uncertainty will be reflected
in the way we formalize the BOID* motivational attitudes with
abduction. For example, there will possibly be multiple compet-
ing extensions generated from motivational attitudes. Moreover,
abductive inferences that extend the original BOID concern future-
oriented reasoning where agents start not from an observation or
what is ‘given’, but from an anticipated state of affairs that they
desire to, ought to or intend to attain.

In this paper, we will talk about ‘abductive rules’, by which we
simply understand abductive uses of an inductive generalization.
We think that this abuse of terminology is on a par with the use of
the term ‘default rule’, which can be simply thought of as signaling
the default use of an inductive generalization [19]. In both cases, the
terms are used as a shorthand for patterns of reasoning underlain
by inductively obtained rules.

There are two main roles of the abductive reasoning part in
BOID* theories. The first role is that of (re)aligning an agent’s
goals with some values that the agent accepts. The second role is to
specify practical requirements that are necessary to follow up on an
intention. The latter role is very close to the role of abductive rules
in planning, as discussed in the original BOID setting [5, p. 443].

We will give two examples to illustrate the two roles abductive
inferences have in BOID*. We first discuss an example of deontic
reasoning, adapted from Horty [11, p. 562].1 Suppose that an agent
has promised to meet a friend, but on its way to the meeting place,
the agent encounters a drowning child. The agent is facing two
conflicting imperatives, namely, to meet a friend for lunch, given
the promise to do so, and to help a drowning child, given the fact
that the child is drowning. In the original BOID, we would use two
default rules to formalize the two obligations:

promise
o
↩→ meet and drowning child

o
↩→ help.

We also assume that the two actions cannot both be carried out
or that ¬(meet ∧ help) holds.2 We would expect that the BOID
takes only the second rule to generate the outcome goals, since
this rule is intuitively more important. This can be done in BOID
by assigning a higher priority to the second rule. Although the
outcome meets our expectations, BOID, as well as most systems
for deontic reasoning, leave implicit the reasoning behind this rule
prioritization.

This is one of the examples where we use abductive rules to
make explicit the reasoning behind the agent’s priority function
that leads to goal adoption. In moral reasoning about the conflicting
obligations to help or not to help the child, prioritization is not
explained by the facts that an agent made a promise or that an
agent encountered a drowning child. We would expect that a truly
autonomous agent relies on its own judgement of the values before

1Horty’s example is itself a variation of the famous example from [18, p. 231].
2For the sake of presentation, we henceforth assume that such ‘material’ inconsisten-
cies are encoded into the background language 𝐿, and we leave the formulas of the
type ¬(meet ∧ help) out of the formalized examples.

choosing the right behavior. More specifically, the agent should
consider the anticipated value of saving human life as overriding
the anticipated value of not breaking a given promise as competing
purposes that pertain to the example. To model this type of ‘top-
down’ obligations, an autonomous agent considers the following
two rules

𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡
o←↪ ¬break promises and ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑝

o←↪ save life,

saying that “in order not to break promises, you ought to meet a
friend for lunch” and “in order to save a human life, you ought
to help the drowning child”, respectively. These two rules are ex-
amples of the teleological component in goal generation that has
been absent from most practical reasoning formalizations. The new
component increases the explanatory power of the original BOID
algorithm.

The next example, borrowed from Thomason [20, p. 707], shows
how abduction helps in detecting whether an agent’s desire may
be pursued as a realistic goal. Agents often find that their desires
are not supported by their beliefs or even that their desires con-
flict their beliefs. Agents should exclude any unrealistic desires
from their practical arguments and abductive rules might help in
tracking such desires. Imagine that an agent wants to have decaf
coffee and that it believes that it can only have decaf coffee if it is
available. On Thomason’s original formalization [20, p. 707], the
rule “I can only have decaf coffee if decaf coffee is available” is
a default have decaf

b
↩→ decaf available. This rule can be applied

after the rule ⊤ d
↩→ have decaf has been applied and, thereby, lead

to the BOID extension {have decaf , decaf available}. This type of
fallacious reasoning is known as ‘wishful thinking’, since the agent
has no prior beliefs about the availability of coffee.3

The problem with the original formalization is that each rule
is formalized as a default, which blurs the distinction between
the states that trigger an action and anticipated states that are
conditioned on the success of the action. On our view, the informal
description gives the following two abductive rules

have decaf
d←↪ ⊤ and decaf available

b←↪ have decaf .

Based on these two rules, we would intuitively reject the plausibility
of the conclusion that decaf coffee is available. After all, the two
rules only say that the agent wants decaf coffee and that, in order to
fulfill the desire, it needs to believe that decaf is available. To think
that it, therefore, is available would mean that the agent resorted to
the wishful thinking type of reasoning. What is needed is that the
agent’s reasoning is supported either by facts or beliefs that would
‘connect’ the desire to have decaf and a condition for realizing the
desire, namely, the availability of decaf.

Thomason’s example illustrates the role that the interaction of
abductive rules and default rules has in planning and executing
goals. Were it the case that the agent had appropriate beliefs about
the availability of coffee, such as the rules ⊤ b

↩→ coffee available

and coffe available
b
↩→ decaf available, the agent would be able to

meet the desire to have decaf [20, p. 704]. The rules of the type
3The ‘converse’ of the wishful thinking problem is ‘the side effect problem’. That is,
motivational attitudes such as desires are not closed under beliefs: if we desire 𝑝 , we
do not necessarily desire the things we believe are consequences of 𝑝 . Both problems
will be solved by resorting to abductive reasoning.
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decaf available
b←↪ have decaf will be used to specify goal fea-

sibility in the revised BOID algorithm and to integrate the goal
generation and planning components of the BOID. In natural lan-
guage, such rules are often phrased as “only if” conditions as, for
example, in “I can have decaf only if decaf coffee is available”.

The distinction between abductive rules and default rules in
BOID* roughly corresponds to the distinction between the ‘belief’
direction of fit and the ‘desire’ direction of fit. The idea behind the
‘direction of fit’ concept is derived from Anscombe’s examples [1,
p. 56]. According to it, propositions can have two different roles
corresponding to two different directions of fit: either world-to-
proposition, or proposition-to-world. When reasoning about moti-
vational content, the direction of fit is world-to-proposition: the
reasoning is about how to make the world fit the propositions rep-
resenting what an agent desires, intends or is obliged to do. But
when reasoning about informational content (beliefs), the direction
of fit is proposition-to-world: the reasoning is about how to make
our propositional beliefs fit the world they aim to describe. This
distinction is absent in the original BOID calculation scheme. In
this paper, it will be used in a generalized sense that takes the no-
tion of agents and agency as a primitive notion in relation to the
world. This means that we will generalize the distinction to that
between the ‘agent-to-world’ and ‘world-to-agent’ direction, where
the primitive notion of ‘proposition’ is replaced with that of ‘agent’
and ‘agency’.4

As the examples above show, we syntactically build this distinc-
tion into the rule direction for abductive reasoning and default
reasoning. In general, the default rule direction (‘↩→’) specifies an
action in the consequent of a default rule such that the action is con-
ditioned on the antecedent of the rule. The abductive rule direction
(‘←↪’) specifies an action in the consequent of an abductive rule
such that the action conditions the antecedent of the rule. Figure 1
illustrates the two types of rules as two different approaches to
interpreting why an agent takes some action 𝛼 . (The parenthetic

· · · (𝐵), 𝐼 · · ·

(agent−to−world) (world−to−agent)

action 𝛼

𝑊 , 𝐵, 𝐼 · · ·

‘cause’ ↩→

· · · (𝐵),𝑂, 𝐼 , 𝐷

‘reason’←↪

Figure 1: Default and abductive rule directions

‘(𝐵)’ occurring above ‘action 𝛼 ’ indicates that there is a belief as-
pect to intentions, while its occurrence above ‘reason’ indicates the
role of beliefs in anticipating necessary conditions to follow up on
motivational attitudes.)

From the perspective of 𝛼 , we can talk about its past triggers and
its future purposes. When 𝛼 is a subject of a mental attitude that is
triggered by a past state represented with the formula cause, we use
default reasoning and the formula cause is a part of a knowledge
base. This type of action triggering is close to causation by envi-
ronment or, at least, fitting an action to the agent’s environment. It,
4We will see in Section 3.3 that this generalization is important because beliefs are not
the only type of mental attitudes that are patterned after the world. More importantly
for modeling agency, intentions have to be patterned after the world, if they are to be
executed in an agent’s environment.

therefore, modeled as having an ‘agent-to-world’ direction. Other-
wise, when believing, intending, wanting or being obliged to do 𝛼 is
triggered by an anticipated state, we use abductive reasoning. Each
chain of rules with an anticipated outcome ends with a ‘projective’,
which is a consequent of an abductive rule with a tautological an-
tecedent. For example, in Figure 1, the formula reason could be a
consequent of one such rule reason←↪ ⊤.

For an illustration, we will use an example of elaborating a plan
that an agent worked through by means of a series of intention
rules. Intentions will be of special interest in this paper because
they deal with both directions of fit. Assume that an agent formed
an intention to go to the supermarket, and an intention to buy pasta
for tonight’s dinner, if it goes to the supermarket. Assume also that
the agent formed an intention to have dinner if it buys pasta for the
dinner and that all the intentions are based on the desire to have
dinner. The following is the default rule direction formalization of
the plan:

⊤ i
↩→ supermarket, supermarket

i
↩→ buy pasta,

buy pasta
i
↩→ dinner and ⊤ d

↩→ dinner .

The original BOID has observed propositions as an input and goal
propositions as an output. That means that along the way, in the
deliberation, there is a transition of the direction of fit of the propo-
sitions involved: the incoming propositions have to fit the world
while for the outgoing propositions the agent is going to act in
a way that fits the world to the propositions. The desire to have
dinner is motivating the agent to form the intention to go to the
supermarket, and this intention is already a result of ‘transitioning’
to the ‘agent-to-world’ direction.

The change in the direction of fit is what will be addressed by
using abductive reasoning. One way of interpreting this is to say
that the realm of intentions cannot be entirely derived from the
world of observed facts. In the example above, this implies that the
rule ⊤ d

↩→ dinner formally should not be of the same kind as the
rule ⊤ i

↩→ supermarket. The intention to go to the supermarket is
relevant for the agent because of the agent’s desire to have dinner.5

In the BOID* setting, we are able to make explicit the telic de-
pendence between the rules in the following way:

supermarket
i←↪ buy pasta,

buy pasta
d←↪ dinner and dinner

d←↪ ⊤.

Notice that this does not mean that there is something wrong with
the BOID default intention rules such as supermarket

i
↩→ buy pasta.

After all, intention rules may be said to have both directions of fit.
The added value of abductive rules is that they can be used to explain
how the transition of the direction of fit came about as a result of
deliberation, which is then encoded with the intention (‘

i
↩→ ’)

rules. The ‘↩→’ direction rules can be said to implement the plan to
have pasta for dinner that the agent had already adopted. Moreover,

5In Anscombe’s seminal work on intention, we find the distinction between intention to
act and intention with which one acts [1, p. 17]. In the current formalism, this distinction
can be mapped onto the directionality of rules. That is, prior intentions are intentions
to do something, whereas intentions with which one acts are reasons formalized as
consequents of abductive rules with a tautological antecedent.
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abductive rules rectify the direction of fit for motivational attitudes
such as obligation and desire rules, as illustrated by dinner

d←↪ ⊤.
In the next section, abductive reasoning will be the key element

of the added deliberation component. Abduction addresses two
important issues of autonomus reasoning about goals, namely, that
of assessing the viability of previously adopted goals and that of
adopting new goals that are not exclusively based on an agent’s
immediate observations. Our method to implement the deliberation
phase is based on adding and removing intention rules. This is
where we need to get precise on the procedure of transitioning
from the ‘world-to-agent’ to the ‘agent-to-world’ direction of fit.

3 BOID* ARCHITECTURE
This section details the BOID architecture with the added mecha-
nism of abductive reasoning for autonomous goal deliberation. The
original BOID, at its core, is a computational scheme that deals with
conflicts between beliefs, obligations, intentions and desires. The
original BOID can already deal with very intricate ways in which
conflicts between different mental attitudes arise, and it offers a
class of simple strategies to solve them. The new BOID* starts from
the background logical theory of propositional logic, extended with
default rules that provide defeasible information about beliefs and
intentions. In addition to default rules, BOID* includes abductive
inferential information about motivational mental attitudes.

Definition 3.1 (BOID* Theory). For a propositional language 𝐿
and 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝐿, a BOID* theory is defined as a tupleΔ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩
with𝑊 ⊂ 𝐿 as a finite set of observations, 𝐵 and 𝐼 as sets of belief
and (prior) intention of the form 𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞 and 𝑝 ←↪ 𝑞, 𝑂 and 𝐷 as sets
of obligation and desire rules of the form 𝑝 ←↪ 𝑞 and 𝜌 a function
from 𝐵 ∪𝑂 ∪ 𝐼 ∪ 𝐷 to the integers representing an agent’s type.

The function 𝜌 can be used to distinguish between, for instance,
selfish agents that prioritize the application of desire rules over
obligation rules, and social agents, that do this the other way around.
The function 𝜌 gives ample opportunity to define all kinds of agent
types [5, pp. 437-440], also ones that are, for instance, more specific
in their selection of obligations rules such that certain subsets of
obligation rules weigh stronger than other subsets. In the rest of
the paper, we will assume the agent type 𝜌 : 𝐵 ≻ {𝑂, 𝐼 } ≻ 𝐷 , where
desires have the lowest priority and beliefs the highest.

BOID* theories are interpreted by two connected components,
namely goal generation and goal deliberation. The two components
are based on calculating two different types of BOID* extensions.
Output extensions of the goal generation component inform exten-
sions calculated in the goal deliberation component. Goal gener-
ation builds on the default reasoning direction of BOID* mental
attitudes. This BOID* extension is calculated to answer which can-
didate goals are the ones that an agent is committing to, albeit
only provisionally. The goal deliberation component includes goal
selection and planning. Deliberation produces extensions by the
application of abductive rules. Finally, the deliberation component
extension is used to define intention reconsideration procedures.

3.1 Goal Generation
In the original BOID, calculating extensions is simply a process
of applying default rules to a set of observations𝑊 . The BOID*

calculation scheme inherits this procedure, but the extensions calcu-
lation scheme initially takes only (prior) intention and belief rules
to generate goals. The intuition is that, at this stage, an agent relies
on the goals that had been derived from motivational attitudes
before the goal generation step started.

To be able to consider chosen goals and their effects, extensions
will be defined as deductively closed sets of formulas. Deductive
closure is defined using the function𝑇ℎ𝐿 that takes a set of proposi-
tional formulas to give its logical consequences. For a set of propo-
sitional formulas 𝑆 ⊆ 𝐿, we say that the set 𝑇ℎ𝐿 (𝑆) is its deductive
closure”. Default rule applicability is defined as follows.

Definition 3.2 (Default Rule Applicability). We say that a
default rule 𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞 is applicable to a deductively closed subset 𝐷 ⊆ 𝐿,
iff 𝑝 ∈ 𝐷 and ¬𝑞 ∉ 𝐷 .

The goal generation component can now be calculated as a
default extension or multiple default extensions of a BOID* theory.
Producing default extensions always starts with observations from
𝑊 . The set of observations is extended by the available defaults
from the belief set 𝐵 and the prior intention set 𝐼 , that is, those
intentions that resulted from previous deliberations.

Definition 3.3 (BOID* Goal Generation Extensions). Let
Δ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩ be a BOID* theory. Define
𝑆0 = {𝑊 }, and for 𝑖 ≥ 0
𝑆𝑖+1 = { 𝑇ℎ𝐿 (𝐸𝛾 ∪ {𝑞}) | 𝐸𝛾 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 ,

∃(𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞) such that
(𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞) ∈ 𝐵 ∪ 𝐼 and
(𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞) is applicable to 𝐸𝛾 and
�(𝑣 ↩→ 𝑤) ∈ 𝐵 ∪ 𝐼 applicable to 𝐸𝛾
such that 𝜌 (𝑣 ↩→ 𝑤) < 𝜌 (𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞),
or else 𝑞 = ⊤ }.

Then 𝐸𝛾 ⊆ 𝐿 is a goal generation extension for Δ iff 𝑆 = ∪∞
𝑖=0𝑆𝑖 and

𝐸𝛾 is a maximal element of 𝑆 .

Notice that the motivational attitudes from 𝑂 and 𝐷 do not yet
contribute to the current extension calculation. Nevertheless, moti-
vational attitudes do indirectly influence goal generation. Namely,
those obligations and desires that had earlier met some fulfillment
criteria are now realized through prior intentions in the view of
previous deliberation.

Building on goal generation, the goal deliberation component
will further specify how to compute which of the possibly con-
flicting motivations encoded into ‘←↪’ rules prevail as those that
an agent commits to. In evaluating the viability of motivational
attitudes, we consider the sets of beliefs:

Definition 3.4 (BOID* Belief Extension). Let Δ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂,

𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩ be a BOID* theory. Define
𝑆0 = {𝑊 }, and for 𝑖 ≥ 0
𝑆𝑖+1 = { 𝑇ℎ𝐿 (𝐸𝛽 ∪ {𝑞}) | 𝐸𝛽 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 ,

∃(𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞) such that
(𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞) ∈ 𝐵 and
(𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞) is applicable to 𝐸𝛽 and
�(𝑣 ↩→ 𝑤) ∈ 𝐵 applicable to 𝐸𝛽

such that 𝜌 (𝑣 ↩→ 𝑤) < 𝜌 (𝑝 ↩→ 𝑞),
or else 𝑞 = ⊤ }.

Then 𝐸𝛽 ⊆ 𝐿 is a belief extension for Δ iff 𝑆 = ∪∞
𝑖=0𝑆𝑖 and 𝐸𝛽 is a

maximal element of 𝑆 .
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Formally, the belief set is defined analogously to the extension sets
for the standard Reiter’s default logic.

We will be interested in the sets of strict beliefs:

Γ =
⋂
{𝑇ℎ𝐿 (𝐸𝛽 ) | 𝐸𝛽 is a belief extension}.

The set contains beliefs included in each candidate belief extension,
that is, those beliefs that are ‘skeptically entailed’ by Δ on the
standard default logic consequence relation [2, p. 166]. The next
section describes the deliberation phase in which an agent makes
plans and adopts goals, within the bounds of what the agent’s strict
beliefs in Γ preclude as impossible.6

3.2 Goal Deliberation
The key component in the new BOID* architecture is the goal
deliberation process guided by abductive reasoning. In this paper,
deliberation is understood as a procedure that provides criteria for
intention reconsideration. Informally, the procedure defines how
to use BOID* to abductively reason from a projective or a purpose,
as a premise, to an intended action, as a conclusion.

In Section 2, we already suggested that the application of abduc-
tive rules in BOID* ultimately does not start with an observation.
Instead, abductive reasoning is triggered by an anticipated state of
events, not the environment. We called such outcomes ‘projectives’
and projectives are, technically, abductive rules with a tautolog-
ical antecedent. For example, the antecedent save life of the rule
help

o←↪ save life might be one of such projectives, assuming that
an agent follows the value of saving lives without needing any
further explanation for such decision. In that case, the agent would
have the rule save life

o←↪ ⊤ in the set of obligation rules 𝑂 . The
desire rule have decaf

d←↪ ⊤ from Thomason’s example is another
projective.

When an agent reasons abductively from projectives to reach
new intentions and plans, it engages in a distinctive use of rules
in which the agent chooses to do an action because it leads to
a foreseeable outcome of that action. To use the example from
Section 2, an agent’s intention supermarket

i←↪ buy pasta is a result
of the agent’s expectation that going to the supermarket will lead,
other things being equal, to a side effect of buying pasta. However,
in reasoning to the conclusion that the agent intends to do the action
supermarket, the underlying regularity that it is the supermarket
where the agent normally buys pasta is applied in reverse.

In reasoning abductively, agents often deal with multiple nec-
essary conditions that need to be satisfied or multiple actions that
need to be undertaken to bring about some projective that moti-
vated their reasoning. For example, the agent first reasoned that in
order to fulfill the desire to have dinner, it needs to undertake the
action of buying pasta. Then it reasoned to the conclusion that in
order to buy pasta, it will go to the supermarket, which is typical
for the means-end type of reasoning. The agent might also think
about necessary conditions such as that the supermarket needs to
be open in order to go to the supermarket. The pattern that can
be obtained from abductive reasoning applied to the ‘projectives’

6However, in Section 3.2, deliberation will not be restricted by prior intentions. We
could say that BOID* thus implicitly sides with philosophers such as Broome [8] who
claim that intentions on their own do not count as reasons in rethinking goals.

is that each inference to a new action or condition can be seen as
a means to obtain the outcome of a previous abductive inference
step. Abductive reasoning thus creates a characteristic pattern of
‘chains’, that is, possible paths to reach a projective. This intuition
is captured in the following definition:

Definition 3.5 (Chain of Abductive Rules). For a BOID* the-
ory Δ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩, a chain of abductive rules is a sequence
of rules (𝑝𝑛

x←↪ 𝑝𝑛−1), . . . , (𝑝1
x←↪ 𝑝0), where 𝑋 ∈ {𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷} and

𝑝0 = ⊤, such that

• for 𝑛 > 𝑖 > 0, the antecedent 𝑝𝑖 of the rule 𝑝𝑖+1
x←↪ 𝑝𝑖 is the

consequent of the rule 𝑝𝑖
x←↪ 𝑝𝑖−1,

• for 𝑝1
x←↪ 𝑝0, 𝑋 ∈ {𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷} and

• for𝑛 ≥ 𝑘 > 0 such that 𝑝𝑘+1
b←↪ 𝑝𝑘 , it holds that 𝑝𝑚+1

b←↪ 𝑝𝑚 ,
for each𝑚,𝑛 ≥ 𝑚 > 𝑘 .

We refer to the first and last rule in a chain of abductive rules as its
‘top’ and ‘leaf’ rule, respectively. Each chain of abductive rules has
a motivational attitude as its top rule, and it might potentially have
one or more belief rules at its leaf rule end.

Out of all the possible abductive chains, we are interested in
those chains that do not omit any available information encoded in
abductive rules, that are grounded in conditions that do not contra-
dict strict beliefs and that respect the priority constraints given in 𝜌 .
That is, given a chain of abductive rules (𝑝𝑛

x←↪ 𝑝𝑛−1), . . . , (𝑝1
x←↪

𝑝0) of Δ, we say that it is maximal, grounded and prioritized if

• �𝑋 (𝑞 x←↪ 𝑝𝑛) such that 𝑋 ∈ {𝐵 ∪𝑂 ∪ 𝐼 ∪ 𝐷} (maximality)

• �𝑌 (𝑝𝑘+1
y←↪ 𝑝𝑘 ), for 𝑛 > 𝑖 > 0, such that 𝑌 = 𝐵 and ¬𝑝𝑘+𝑖 ∈

Γ (groundedness) and
• �𝑍 (𝑞 z←↪ 𝑝𝑖 ), for 𝑛 > 𝑖 ≥ 0, such that 𝑍 ∈ {𝑂 ∪ 𝐼 ∪ 𝐷} and
𝜌 (𝑞 z←↪ 𝑝𝑖 ) > 𝜌 (𝑝𝑖+1

x←↪ 𝑝𝑖 ) (priority).
Notice that there may be several chains of abductive rules con-
nected to a single projective. This corresponds to the idea that an
agent anticipates several possible paths that bring about the same
outcome.

The possibility of following multiple available paths also means
that there could be multiple goal deliberation extensions that are
not necessarily inconsistent.7 The definition of goal deliberation ex-
tensions for BOID* is based on the definition of chains of abductive
rules:

Definition 3.6 (BOID* Goal Deliberation Extension). For a
BOID* theory Δ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩, a set of formulas

𝐸𝛿 = 𝑇ℎ𝐿 ({𝑝0, . . . , 𝑝𝑛})

is a goal deliberation extension iff (𝑝𝑛
x←↪ 𝑝𝑛−1), . . . , (𝑝1

x←↪ 𝑝0) is
a maximal and grounded chain of abductive rules of Δ such that no
other maximal and grounded chain of Δ is prioritized over it.

The goal deliberation extension does not respect the flow of infor-
mation from the original BOID. The original BOID extensions are
built according to the flow of information from observations to goal
sets, whereas BOID* includes an additional component with the
flow of information from anticipations to goal sets (Figure 2).
7For example, one can bring decaf in a vacuum flask or order decaf to have decaf, but
doing both ‘overdetermines’ the desired outcome.
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3.3 Intention Reconsideration
The effects of the deliberation process are modeled through altering
agent’s intentions. The procedure of reconsidering intention will be
informed by goal deliberation in such a way that those sequences
of abductive rules that generate deliberate extensions become a
criteria for adopting new or discarding old intention rules. This
section outlines the core process of intention reconsideration in
the new BOID* architecture. Intention reconsideration amounts to
revising the set of intention rules 𝐼 or their priorities for a BOID*
theory Δ. Intentions are reconsidered in the following ways: an
agent may add a new intention (not) to do an action or it can discard
or disregard an intention that the deliberation process revealed to
be infeasible or overridden.

Both adding and removing intention rules will depend on what
formulas does a chain of abductive rules specify as conditions to
bring about some state of affairs. The most straightforward way to
add a new intention rule results from those extension generating
chains of abductive rules whose leaf rule is a motivational attitude.
For example, the leaf rule supermarket

i←↪ buy pasta results in a
new intention rule ⊤ i

↩→ supermarket. This type of intention rules
is close to what Bratman calls ‘simple intentions’ [3].

In contrast to the simple intention rules, an agent may adopt
conditional intentions, contingent on whether a certain condition
holds. The rule supermarket

i
↩→ buy pasta is one such intention

rule saying that, if an agent goes to the supermarket, it intends
to buy pasta. Another conditional intention is decaf available

i
↩→

have decaf , which would follow from Thomason’s scenario, were
it the case that the enabling condition decaf available is satisfied.8

Both simple and conditional intentions discussed above might
also be ‘negative’ in the sense that an agent forms an intention
not to do something, that is, an intention to refrain itself from
doing an action [10, p. 120]. We will explicitly define a procedure
for those negative conditional intentions for which it holds that
an agent can ascertain that a necessary precondition for an ac-
tion cannot be fulfilled. For example, if the rule decaf available

b←↪

have decaf is the leaf rule of each chain of abductive rules start-
ing from the rule have decaf

d←↪ ⊤, and if an agent believes that
decaf available is not true, then it adds the following intention rule:
¬decaf available

i
↩→ ¬have decaf or “if the decaf is not available,

then I intend not to have decaf”.
The following definition formalizes the described intention ex-

pansion procedures.

Definition 3.7 (Intention Expansion). For a prioritized ground-
ed and maximal chain of abductive rules (𝑝𝑛

x←↪ 𝑝𝑛−1), . . . , (𝑝1
x←↪

𝑝0), a deliberate extension 𝐸𝛿 , and a set of strict beliefs Γ of a BOID*
theory Δ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩, the theory Δ+ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼+, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩ is
the intention expansion of Δ, where the set of intention rules 𝐼+ is
closed under the conditions (𝑎)-(𝑑) defined in such a way that if

(a) [simple intention]

∃𝑋 (𝑝𝑛
x←↪ 𝑝𝑛−1) such that 𝑋 ∈ {𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷},

then 𝐼+ = 𝐼 ∪ {⊤ i
↩→ 𝑝𝑛};

8According to [4, p. 218], intentions that are merely contingent on ‘enabling’ conditions
do not count as ‘genuine’ conditional intentions. According to [13], they do.

(b) [conditional (enabling) intention]

1. ∃𝑋 (𝑝𝑖
x←↪ 𝑝𝑖−1), for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑖 > 0, such that 𝑋 ∈ {𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷},

2. ∀𝑌 (𝑝𝑘
y←↪ 𝑝𝑘−1), for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘 > 𝑖, 𝑌 = 𝐵,

then 𝐼+ = 𝐼 ∪ {𝑝𝑛 ∧ . . . ∧ 𝑝𝑖+1
i
↩→ 𝑝𝑖 };

(c) [conditional intention]
1. ∃𝑋 (𝑝𝑖

x←↪ 𝑝𝑖−1), for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑖 > 1, such that 𝑋 ∈ {𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷},
2. ¬𝑝𝑛,¬𝑝𝑛−1, . . . ,¬𝑝𝑖+1 ∉ Γ,

then 𝐼+ = 𝐼 ∪ {𝑝𝑖
i
↩→ 𝑝𝑖−1} ;

(d) [conditional negative intention]

1. ∃𝑋 (𝑝𝑖
x←↪ 𝑝𝑖−1), for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑖 > 0, such that 𝑋 ∈ {𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷},

2. ∃𝑝𝑘 , for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘 > 𝑖, such that ¬𝑝𝑘 ∈ Γ,
3. ∀𝐸𝛿 such that 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐸𝛿 , 𝑝𝑘 ∈ 𝐸𝛿 ,

then 𝐼+ = 𝐼 ∪ {¬𝑝𝑘
i
↩→ ¬𝑝𝑖 };

otherwise, 𝐼+ = 𝐼 .

Definition 3.7 lists four ways in which an agent might form a new
intention after deliberation. The first way, defined in (𝑎), is to simply
add an unconditioned intention because the agent reasoned directly
to the conclusion that it intends to (or is obliged to to or wants to) do
𝑝𝑛 . An agent might also consider intentions contingent on whether
some condition is fulfilled or not, as defined in (𝑏) and (𝑐). If an
agent does not believe that a necessary condition for an action does
not hold, the agent adds an intention rule with the condition(s) as
the rule’s antecedent(s) and the action as its consequent. In (𝑏), an
agent adopts intentions that are only executed if an agent believes
that some conditions hold, while, in (𝑐), an agent adopts intentions
conditioned on its other intentions. Finally, in (𝑑), an agent might
have a strict belief that some goals are not feasible and form an
intention not to follow up on an obligation, intention or desire.

BOID* agents may also abandon their intentions when they turn
out to be unfounded or no longer preferred. In short, an agent might
either discard infeasible intentions that go against agent’s strict
beliefs or decrease the priority of overridden intentions that go
against other, more important, goals.

Definition 3.8 (IntentionContraction). For amaximal chain

of abductive rules (𝑝𝑛
x←↪ 𝑝𝑛−1), . . . , (𝑝1

x←↪ 𝑝0), a deliberate ex-
tension 𝐸𝛿 , and a set of strict beliefs Γ of a BOID* theory Δ =

⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩, the theory Δ− = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼−, 𝐷, 𝜌−⟩ is the inten-
tion contraction of Δ, where the set of intention rules 𝐼− and the
priority function 𝜌− are defined in such a way that if

(a) [infeasible intention]
1. ∃𝑋 (𝑝𝑖

x←↪ 𝑝𝑖−1), for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑖 > 1, such that 𝑋 ∈ {𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷},
2. ∃𝑝𝑘 , for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘 ≥ 𝑖, such that ¬𝑝𝑘 ∈ Γ,

then 𝐼− = 𝐼 \ {𝑝𝑖
i
↩→ 𝑝𝑖−1, 𝑝𝑛 ∧ . . . ∧ 𝑝𝑖

i
↩→ 𝑝𝑖−1,⊤

i
↩→ 𝑝𝑖−1};

(b) [overridden intention]
1. ∃𝑋 (𝑝𝑖

x←↪ 𝑝𝑖−1), for 𝑛 ≥ 𝑖 > 0, such that 𝑋 ∈ {𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷},
2. 𝑎

i
↩→ 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 ,

3. ∃𝐸𝛿 such that ¬𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐸𝛿 & �𝐸𝛿 such that 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐸𝛿 ,
then 𝜌− (𝑎 i

↩→ 𝑝𝑖 ) = 0;
otherwise, 𝜌− = 𝜌 .

According to (𝑎), if an agent safely believes that a condition to
follow through on an intention cannot be fulfilled, the agent gives
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up on unrealistically pursuing the intention. According to (𝑏), if an
agent formed an intention to ¬𝑝 via an extension-generating chain
of abductive rules and some prior intention to 𝑝 is not a consequent
in any such chain of abductive rules, then the intention to 𝑝 is
overridden.

Intention contraction and intention expansion will be used to de-
fine an intention revision operation for BOID* theories. The revised
set of intentions and the revised priority function are considered
as an output of the goal deliberation stage, which is further used in
the goal initiation stage. The definition of intention revision is as
follows.

Definition 3.9 (Intention Revision). For a BOID* theory Δ =

⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼, 𝐷, 𝜌⟩, the theory Δ∗ = ⟨𝑊, 𝐵,𝑂, 𝐼∗, 𝐷, 𝜌∗⟩ is the intention
revision of Δ, where the set of intention rules 𝐼∗ and the priority
function 𝜌∗ are defined as follows:

𝐼∗ = 𝐼− ∪ {𝐼+ \ 𝐼 } and 𝜌∗ = 𝜌− .

As discussed in Section 3.2, BOID* has a two-fold flow of informa-
tion. In addition to the original flow of information from observa-
tions to goal sets, BOID* integrates information flow starting from
anticipations. Figure 2 illustrates the new flow of information as a
result of integrating the deliberation component into BOID*.

b
↩→ i

↩→ I∗
↩→

b←↪
i←↪

o←↪

d←↪

Obser. Antic.

Action

Figure 2: Information flow in BOID* with integrated goal
generation-and-deliberation components

A given output of intention reconsideration might seemingly break
with the agent type, if we only focus on the default rule direction
of a theory. This could, for example, result from a prioritization
happening closer to the top rule in a chain of abductive rules.

We can now formalize the dinner plan example from Section 2
to show the workings behind intention formation.

Example 3.1 (Dinner Plan). We define a BOID* theory Δ0 =

⟨𝑊0, 𝐵0,𝑂0, 𝐼0, 𝐷0, 𝜌0⟩, where 𝐼0 contains the intention rule

supermarket
i←↪ buy pasta,

and 𝐷0 contains the desire rules

buy pasta
d←↪ dinner and dinner

d←↪ ⊤.

At first, the goal generation extension of Δ0 does not specify any
prior choices made by the agent. The agent then adopts having
dinner as a goal. This corresponds to the only chain of abductive
rules

(supermarket
i←↪buy pasta),(buy pasta

d←↪dinner),(dinner d←↪⊤),

with dinner
d←↪ ⊤ as its top rule.

Then, by the condition (𝑎) of Definition 3.7, the agent forms the
intention to go to the supermarket and adds the simple intention
rule ⊤ i

↩→ supermarket. By Definition 3.7 (𝑐), the agent adds two
conditional intention rules, namely supermarket

i
↩→ buy pasta and

buy pasta
i
↩→ dinner . Starting from the revised intention rules set

𝐼∗0 , we can calculate a new goal generation extension defined as
𝐸𝛾 = 𝑇ℎ𝐿 ({supermarket, buy pasta, dinner}), as expected accord-
ing to the informal discussion of the example from Section 2. The
example shows why default intention rules are crucial in changing
the direction of fit from world-to-agent to agent-to-world.

3.4 Horty’s and Thomason’s Examples in BOID*
In Section 2, we introduced two examples of reasoning with ab-
ductive rules that we now want to formalize with the new BOID*
extension calculation schema. In Horty’s example, we dealt with an
agent who encounters a drowning child, while being bound to keep
a promise to meet a friend for lunch. This example shows the impor-
tance of abductive reasoning for goal selection because the decision
on whether to help a child or meet a friend will depend on whether
the agent prioritizes save life

o←↪ ⊤ over ¬break promise
o←↪ ⊤.

Example 3.2 ([11] (Adapted)). We define a BOID* theory Δ1 =
⟨𝑊1, 𝐵1,𝑂1, 𝐼1, 𝐷1, 𝜌1⟩, where𝑊1 = {promise, drowning child}, 𝐵1
consists of the belief rules

promise
b←↪ meet and drowning child

b←↪ help,

𝑂1 consists of the following obligation rules

𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡
o←↪ ¬break promises, help

o←↪ save life,

¬break promises
o←↪ ⊤ and save life

o←↪ ⊤,
and 𝐼1 contains the intention rule

promise
i
↩→ meet .

The agent type 𝜌1 is 𝐵 ≻ {𝑂, 𝐼 } ≻ 𝐷 , with an additional priority

specification: 𝜌1 (save life
o←↪ ⊤) > 𝜌1 (¬break promises

o←↪ ⊤).
The BOID* formalization of the scenario makes explicit some of
the reasoning steps that are missing in the original deontic logic
formalization. First, the agent had previously selected a goal to
meet a friend and formed the (prior) intention rule promise

i
↩→ meet,

which is made clear by the assumption that the agent was on its way
to meet a friend. However, the agent then encounters a drowning
child, as the set of observations𝑊1 shows. At this stage, the goal
generation extension includes the formula meet.

It is only then that the reasoning about the moral conflict starts
with the process of deliberation. There are two possible chains of
abductive rules, namely

(promise
b←↪meet),(meet

o←↪¬break promises),(¬break promises
o←↪⊤)

and (drowning child
b←↪help),(help o←↪save life),(save life o←↪⊤) .

Both chains are grounded and maximal, but only the second one is
prioritized, according to 𝜌1 that specifies preference for saving life
over not breaking a promise. Thus, there is only one goal delibera-
tion extension, namely 𝐸𝛿 = 𝑇ℎ𝐿 (drowning child, help, save life).
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As a result of Definition 3.7, the intention revision set 𝐼∗1 will

include a new conditional intention drowning child
i
↩→ help, ac-

cording to (𝑏). Furthermore, since meet and help are materially
inconsistent, 𝐸𝛿 contains the formula ¬meet. According to Defini-
tion 3.8 (𝑏), this means that the prior intention promise

i
↩→ meet

has been overridden and, therefore, 𝜌∗1 assigns value 0 to it.
There are several ways in which the BOID* formalization pro-

vides insight into how intelligent agents resolve moral conflicts
such as the one we modeled in Δ1. Reasoning about moral conflicts
happens in the goal deliberation component of the BOID*, while
the goal generation component concerns output intentions. This
conforms to the intuition that the questions of what one ought to do
are deliberative in character. Perhaps more importantly, assigning
priorities to the abductive rules with projectives, that is, to the
rules save life

o←↪ ⊤ and ¬break promises
o←↪ ⊤, provides a more

appropriate explanation for the agent’s output ‘all things consid-
ered’ obligation to help a child. Assigning a higher priority value
to save life

o←↪ ⊤ than to ¬break promises
o←↪ ⊤ corresponds to

what we expect from autonomous agents, namely, to choose those
actions that are aligned with the values that they promote.

Thomason’s example illustrated why abductive rules of the type
decaf available

b←↪ have decaf are of importance in deliberation.
The rule specifies conditions under which the desire to have decaf
might be realistically pursued. Abduction is thus also a method to
integrate the planning component into the BOID architecture.

Example 3.3 ([20] (Adapted)). We define a BOID* theory Δ2 =
⟨𝑊2, 𝐵2,𝑂2, 𝐼2, 𝐷2, 𝜌2⟩, where 𝐵2 contains the belief rule

decaf available
b←↪ have decaf ,

and 𝐷2 contains the desire rule

have decaf
d←↪ ⊤.

The problem of ‘wishful thinking’ discussed in [20, p. 707] can be
avoided in the BOID* formalization. Since𝑊2 is empty and 𝐵2 does
not contain any ‘↩→’ rules, the agent does not have any information
on whether decaf is available or not. Thus, it cannot be the case
that the agent derives, on the basis of the available rules in 𝐵2
and 𝐷2, that decaf is available. This is the advantage of keeping
‘informational’ and ‘motivational’ components apart.

In Δ2, the goal generation extension is the closure 𝑇ℎ𝐿 (𝑊 ). In
the deliberation component, the agent forms an intention rule
decaf available

i
↩→ have decaf . This conditional intention is formed

based on the chain of abductive rules

(decaf available
b←↪ have decaf ), (have decaf d←↪ ⊤),

following Definition 3.7, part (𝑏). The intention revision set 𝐼∗2
thus includes the rule decaf available

i
↩→ have decaf . But this rule

would not be triggered by iterating goal generation with the re-
vised intention set. The reason is that the agent does not have any
information on the status of the condition decaf available.

If we assume, instead, that the agent has the relevant information
about the availability of coffee, e.g., by adding the rules ⊤ b

↩→
coffee available and coffe available

b
↩→ decaf available to 𝐵2 [20,

p. 704], the intention to have decaf becomes a part of the goal

generation extension computed with 𝐼∗2 . On the contrary, were

it the case that, e.g., ⊤ b
↩→ ¬decaf available is in 𝐵2, the agent

would strictly believe that there is no decaf, which means that
Definition 3.7 would not result in the intention formation resulting
in adding decaf available

i
↩→ have decaf . Moreover, according to

(𝑑), the agent would form a negative intention¬decaf available
i
↩→

¬have decaf as result of believing that it cannot meet necessary
conditions for having decaf.

4 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed a new BOID* system for resolving con-
flicts between mental attitudes, with intention reconsideration as
the core method of BOID*. By making a distinction between the
default and abductive direction of rules, BOID* enables for a richer
model of informational (beliefs), motivational (obligations and de-
sires) and deliberative (intentions) attitudes. The idea of combining
abductive and default reasoning techniques has been previously
explored for modeling informational attitudes only [15], but we
argue here that the combination of the two methods shows its
full potential when informational attitudes are juxtaposed with
motivational attitudes.

By representing motivational attitudes with abductive rules,
BOID* has a method to make explicit the reasoning behind assign-
ing a higher priority to one motivational attitude over another, as
shown in Horty’s example. It is also intuitive to have such consider-
ations in a separate, deliberation component. The new deliberation
component opens up a possibility to explicitly model intention
reconsideration as intention rule expansion and contraction. Addi-
tionally, separating BOID* deliberation extensions for motivational
attitudes avoids the problems resulting from calculating ‘mixed’
goal generation extensions with both motivational and informa-
tional attitudes, such as ‘side effect’ and ‘wishful thinking’ problems.
The latter problem has been recognized in the original BOID setting
and dealt with in [7].

In our future work, we plan to replace priorities with meta-rules
specifying that, for instance, obligations are more important than
desires in some situations. The BOID* architecture implementa-
tions could take several useful directions. One of them is to build
AI models based on BOID* that can detect conflicts between habit
and the will, and hence serve as a method to outsource the will in
case habits intrude. Another interesting implementation could inte-
grate BOID* algorithms for anticipatory reasoning with statistical
learning models to enhance their explanatory power [17].

Finally, we presented abduction as an appropriate reasoning
method to incorporate one of the key features of autonomous goal
generation, namely anticipation. Research in biological systems
shows that autonomous living systems need to have a sufficient
level of anticipatory behavior, not only reactive behavior patterns.
By anticipating goals and abductively inferring how to obtain those
goals, BOID* agents present a step forward in understanding the
principles that are essential for fully autonomous artificial agency.
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